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ABSTRACT
DEPOLARIZATION IN NANOWIRES, TRIBO–CHEMISTRY, AND NEGATIVE
ELECTROCALORIC EFFECT
Yubo Qi
Andrew M. Rappe

This thesis contains investigations about several technologically–important scientific problems: depolarization process in BaTiO3 nanowires, tribopolymer formation on metal surfaces, and negative electrocaloric effect in prototype ferroelectrics. Spontaneous electric polarization makes perovskite–based oxides of great interest for application to nonvolatile memory devices. However, the polarization of ferroelectric materials may not be
infinitely stable. For successful technology application, the depolarization processes of
nanoscale ferroelectric oxides must be better understood. Here, we report a combined experimental and theoretical investigation of the depolarization process of single–crystalline
BaTiO3 nanowires. By building an Modified Schottky emission model, we explain the
both temperature and nanowire thickness dependent polarization decay rates successfully.
Besides, Micro–electro–mechanical system and nano–electro–mechanical system (MEMS
and NEMS) transistors are considered promising for size–reducing and power–maximizing
electronic devices. However, the tribopolymer which forms due to the mechanical load to
the surface contacts affects the conductivity between the contacts dramatically. This is
one of the challenging problems that prevent widespread practical use of these otherwise
promising devices. Here, we use density functional theory (DFT) to investigate the mechanisms of tribopolymer formation, including normal mechanical loading, the catalytic effect, as well as the electrochemical effect of the metal contacts. Our study illustrates the
underlying mechanisms of tribopolymer formation clearly, which has great significance in
designing tribopolymerization–suppressing strategies. The last work is about electrocaloric
v

effect. The electrocaloric effect (ECE) refers to the phenomenon in which the temperature
of a material changes reversibly under the application and removal of electric field. Here,
we point out that negative unusual electrocaloric effect (uECE) with a fast cooling rate
(≈1011 K/s) can be achieved by driving solid crystals to a high–temperature phase with a
properly designed electric field pulse. We acquire and analyze these results by clarifying
the mechanism of ECE. Our work offers a more general framework to understand the ECE
and highlights the opportunities of electric–field engineering for controlled design of fast
and efficient cooling technology.
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Chapter 1
Depolarization in BaTiO3 nanowires
Reprinted with permission from Y. Qi, J. M. P. Martirez,
Wissam A. Saidi, J. J. Urban, W. S. Yun, J. E. Spanier, and
A. M. Rappe, Phys. Rev. B 91, 245431 (2015). Copyright
(2015) by the American Physical Society
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevB.91.245431
1.1

Introduction

Spontaneous electric polarization makes perovskite-based oxides of great interest for application to nonvolatile memory devices [1, 2]. However, the polarization of ferroelectric
materials may not be infinitely stable, and retention time is one of the key factors determining the performance of memory devices in nonvolatile technology. The proposed reasons
for the polarization instability have included the depolarization field and the leakage cur-
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rent [3], whose effects become more significant as the oxide film gets thinner. Therefore,
for successful technology application, the depolarization processes of nanoscale ferroelectric oxides must be better understood. Here, we report a combined experimental and theoretical investigation of the depolarization process of single–crystalline BaTiO3 nanowires.
We attribute the decay of polarization to the leakage of surface screening charge and propose an analytical model to explain the experimental decay rates.

1.1.1

Experimental background

The effects of the depolarization field on the stability of ferroelectricity in ultrathin materials was explored in BaTiO3 nanowires by measuring the ferroelectric transition temperature
as a function of the nanowire diameter in the range of 3–48 nm [4, 5, 6, 7]. Positive ferroelectric domains were written perpendicular to the nanowire axis using a negative-bias
voltage (−10 V) applied by a conductive scanning probe microscope cantilever tip (under
ultrahigh vacuum conditions with a base pressure of 10−10 torr). The time evolution of the
polarized domain was then monitored via time-resolved measurements of the local electric field, using non-contact electrostatic force microscopy (EFM). The writing and reading
processes were done at various temperatures, starting from ≈ 393 K for thin nanowires
(3–11 nm) and ≈ 418 K for the thicker ones (12–37 nm). The two sets of nanowires were
progressively cooled down and retested to ≈ 308 K and ≈ 383 K were reached respectively. The Curie temperature TC was defined as the highest temperature below which the
polarization signal persists for a period longer than 200 hours. Experiments showed that TC
is inversely proportional to the diameter of the BaTiO3 nanowire, in accord with standard
models of depolarization field [8]. At several temperatures above TC , the surface potential
signals were measured during the process of polarization decay. The magnitude of surface
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potential was fitted with the expression:

S(t) = S(0)e−kd t

(1.1)

where S(t) is the potential at time t, which is proportional to the surface screening charge,
and kd is the decay rate, with the unit s−1 [9]. Here, we should note that experimentally it
is found that the signals decay with time approximately (but not perfectly) exponentially.
Despite the slight deviations, the decay rate kd obtained from the data fitting is still an
important physical parameter in describing the polarization decay speed. From the time
evolution of the signal [4], we see that the bright circular signal faded without expansion,
which means that the depolarization is a process of leakage or tunneling, rather than diffusion, of the surface screening charge. The observed decay rates kd , which vary with
nanowire thickness and temperature, are shown in Fig. 1.1 (please refer to the red circles).
Experimental
Theoretical

Decay Rates vs. Temperature

21 nm

25 nm

37 nm

48 nm

-2

-1

Decay Rates (s )

10

10

-3

7 nm
5 nm

10

-4

9 nm

350

375

400

420

400

420

400

420

400

420

Temperature (K)

Figure 1.1: Depolarization rates given by experimental measurement and our model.
The experimental data show three general trends: (1) The depolarization process is
slow (several hours); (2) For any thickness, the decay rate kd increases with temperature;
3

(3) For thin nanowires (5–9 nm), the decay rate kd changes with thickness dramatically.
However, for thicker wires, kd stays nearly constant at different thicknesses (21, 25, 37 and
48 nm). Our study aims at illustrating the physical essence of these trends.

1.1.2

Polarization stabilization

In recent years, many studies have investigated the dependence of polarization stabilization
and leakage current on chemical environment, temperature, electrode material, and thickness [4, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. From
these studies, several basic principles could be drawn:
(1) Surface polarization charge should be compensated by screening charge, in order to
passivate the depolarization field and stabilize the ferroelectric distortion, or else the
polarization would become unstable. The screening charge could be stored in surface
electrodes or adsorbates [8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18];
(2) The polarization state of the material may lead to preferential adsorption of certain
molecules on the surface [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25];
(3) The response of polarization with electric field or temperature is fast, but the time
scale for dissipation of the surface screening charge is slow (hours or days) [26, 27,
28].
Based on the evidence above and the observations in our experiments, we propose that
the physical process of depolarization in the BaTiO3 nanowire experiment is as follows:
after the polarization is written, surface adsorbates on the nanowire act as an electrode that
stores screening charge and stabilizes the polarization [4]. For the case without external
applied voltage and above TC , the polarized state is not stable. But due to the stabilization
of screening charge in the surface adsorbates, polarization in the nanowire still persists for
4

some time. Screening charge leaks from the top electrode (surface adsorbate) to the other
side of the BaTiO3 nanowire (gold substrate). At the same time, polarization reduces along
with the screening charge. This process is slow and takes hours.

1.2

DFT calculations

In order to construct a theory of the depolarization process, density functional theory calculations (DFT) are carried out to assess the role of surface molecular and atomic adsorbates.
We investigate the OH molecule on BaO-terminated BaTiO3 slabs, as OH is the predominant species found on oxide surfaces, as demonstrated by both infrared spectra and ab
initio calculations [4, 29, 30].
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations with periodic boundary conditions were
carried out using the QUANTUM–ESPRESSO plane–wave DFT code [31]. The exchange–
correlation functional was approximated with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof form of the
generalized gradient scheme. Plane–wave cut–off energy of 50 Ry was used in all calculations. The pseudopotentials were generated using the OPIUM code following the norm–
conserving designed non-local recipe [32, 33]. 1×1 five–unit–cell–thick BaTiO3 slabs,
separated by more than 20 Å of vacuum normal to the surface, were used to simulate the
thin films. Additional dipole correction was added in the middle of the vacuum to further
correct the spurious electric field interaction between periodic images. A k–point mesh
of 6×6×1 was used following the Monkhorst-pack sampling scheme [34]. Atomic forces
were converged until a maximum threshold of 0.05 eV/Å per atom is reached.
As shown in Fig. 1.2, from the relaxed structure, we see that the presence of the OH adsorbates enhances ferroelectricity at the positively polarized surface and maintains a characteristic ferroelectric displacement pattern throughout the film, which is consistent with
the results in Ref. [4].

5
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Figure 1.2: Relaxed structures for the BaTiO3 /OH systems acquired from DFT calculation.
(a) Polar system; (b) Non–polar structure; (c) Top view.

H 1s orbital
O 2s orbital
O 2p orbital
Net Charge

Polar
0.6121
1.7315
5.0719
-0.4155

Non-polar
0.5601
1.8138
4.5980
0.0289

Table 1.1: Löwdin population in the orbitals of OH.
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The density of states projected onto atomic orbitals (PDOS) was calculated to characterize the charge distribution on each atom. Results are shown in Table 1.1, from which
we see that if the BaTiO3 nanowire is positively polarized, the hydroxyl oxygen 2p orbital possesses more electrons and OH is overall negatively charged. This is a robust evidence demonstrating that surface adsorbates stabilize the polarization by holding screening
charges, which has an effect similar to an electrode. The leakage of charge mainly from the
2p orbital of oxygen then results in the decay of polarization.

1.3

Formalism of leakage current

There have been previous reports calculating the magnitude of leakage through ferroelectric films with tunneling models, Schottky emission, and the modified Schottky equation [35, 36, 37]. However, all these models come across difficulties in explaining all three
depolarization rate trends mentioned above. A tunneling model alone cannot explain that
for thick nanowires, decay rates are nearly thickness independent and for any thickness, the
decay rates are strongly temperature dependent. On the other hand, a Schottky emission
model cannot account for the thin nanowire thickness dependent rates. Here, we build a
comprehensive model from the “effective velocity” point of view, which both accounts for
the experimental results and illustrates their physical mechanisms.
The general expression for the time (t) dependent leakage current J can be written as
∂Q (t)
= J (t) =
−
∂t

Z

Q (t)n (k) veff (k) d3 k

(1.2)

where n (k) is the probability that an electron possesses a wave vector between k and k+dk.
veff (k) is the effective velocity along the z direction, which is normal to the surface of the
BaTiO3 nanowire, for the electrons with wave vector k. Q is the amount of extra charge

7

(compared with neutral OH) stored in the adsorbate. In the following subsections, we
define the parameterization of equation (1.2).

1.3.1

Wave vector distribution

Unlike in traditional metal electrodes, electrons occupying orbitals localized on the OH
adsorbates cannot be treated as a free electron gas, and the wave vector distribution does
not follow Fermi-Dirac statistics. Instead, the wave vector spectrum can be estimated from
Bessel-Fourier transformation of the 2p orbital of oxygen, since screening charge is mainly
associated with this atomic orbital. Here, the radial part of the 2p orbital of the oxygen is
represented by a double–zeta function [38].

φ2p (r) = R (r) Y10 (θr , φr )
 s

s
5
5
(2z1 ) −z1 r
(2z2 ) −z2 r 
=  c1
re
+ c2
re
Y10 (θr , φr )
4!
4!

(1.3)


= c01 re−z1 r + c02 re−z2 r Y10 (θr , φr )
φ2p (k) =
r
=−

1
(2π)3/2

Z

e−ik·r φ2p (r) d3 r



c01 z1 k
8
c02 z2 k
4iY10 (θk , φk )
3 +
3
π
(z12 + k 2 )
(z22 + k 2 )


2
128
c01 z1 k
c02 z2 k
2
n (k) = |φ2p (k)| =
|Y10 (θk , φk )|
3 +
3
π
(z12 + k 2 )
(z22 + k 2 )
2

(1.4)

(1.5)

where Y10 is the spherical harmonic for l = 1 and m = 0. c1,2 and z1,2 are the parameters
in the double–zeta function, acquired from previous reference [38]. c01 and c02 are reduced
q
q
(2z1 )5
(2z2 )5
coefficients taking the normalization factors
and
into consideration. θr,k
4!
4!
and φr,k are the angles between the directions of r, k and the axes in spherical coordinates.
φ2p (r) and φ2p (k) are expressions for the oxygen 2p wavefunction in coordinate and wave
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vector representations. In this way, we obtain an analytical expression for n (k). Here,
we should note that in part II, we used pseudo wavefunctions in the DFT calculations;
compared with all–electron wavefunctions, pseudo wavefunctions have lower high–k components on purpose to limit the number of plane waves used [39]. This does not affect the
accuracy of charge leakage rate calculation. This is because the DFT calculation is used
only to illustrate the role of screening charge and the mechanism of the depolarization process. The wave-vector distribution in this model is derived from the double-zeta function
as described above. Additionally, in the later discussion, we will also include the fact that
high–speed electrons lose their initial momentum quickly and drift under the effect of the
electric field. Therefore, an underestimation of the high–k components has little effect on
the charge dissipation speed.

1.3.2

Effective velocity

Here, we present an effective velocity model of the charge dissipation. The band diagram
of the OH/BaTiO3 /Au substrate system is shown in Fig. 1.3 (a).
We only consider the effective velocities of the electrons with the wave vector pointing
toward the nanowire k · ẑ > 0. Otherwise, the electron does not contribute to the leakage
current J and its effective velocity veff = 0. For the electron moving toward the nanowire,
the expression for effective velocity varies depending on whether the energy of the electron
is higher than that of BaTiO3 conduction band edge. The potential energy of an electron
affiliated with the hydroxyl molecule oxygen 2p orbital is set as V0 . The total energy for
this electron can be written as the sum of its kinetic energy T (k) and V0 :

E (k) = T (k) + V0 =

h̄2 |k|2
+ V0 .
2m0

(1.6)

As shown in Fig. 1.3 (a), the conduction band for the BaTiO3 nanowire is not flat, and
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Figure 1.3: (a) Band diagram of the Au electrode/oxide insulator/adsorbate electrode system; (b) Relationship of barrier thickness and direction of wave vector.
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the slope equals the electronic charge e times the electric field Efe inside the ferroelectric
nanowire. Therefore,
V2 = V1 − eEfe d0 ,

(1.7)

For the case E (k) < V2 , the mechanism that governs the electron movement is quantum
tunneling. The electron tunnels from the surface adsorbate hydroxyl to the gold electrode at
the other side, through the BaTiO3 nanowire as an energy barrier. Around TC , the dielectric
constant of BaTiO3 is large and Efe is small. Therefore, the conduction band is nearly flat
and we use the approximation that the energy barrier is a cuboid with the height V2 . The
transmission coefficient P (k), which is also the probability of one electron with wave
vector k penetrating the barrier, could be expressed [40]:
4
P (k) =

1/2
∗ 2
∗
2m d (V2 − E)
[m0 E + m (V2 − E)]
2
4+
sinh


m0 m∗ E (V2 − E)
h̄2
2



(1.8)

where d is the length of the barrier. m∗ is the effective mass of electrons in BaTiO3 .
Assuming that the angle between the incident direction of the electron and the normal
direction of the BaTiO3 nanowire is θ, as shown in Fig. 1.3 (b), d could be expressed as

d=

d0
.
cos θ

In this tunneling process, an electron with an initial velocity v =

(1.9)

h̄k
m0

has a probability

P (k) of passing the energy barrier with the thickness d. Thus, the effective velocity could
be expressed as

veff (k) = vP (k) =

h̄k · ẑ
h̄kcos θ
P (k) =
P (k) .
m0
m0
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(1.10)

When the hydroxyl electron energy is higher than that of the BaTiO3 conduction band
edge E (k) > V1 , the electron is not classically forbidden to enter the BaTiO3 nanowire.
However, very high velocity electrons could have very short mean free paths. Moreover,
in the BaTiO3 crystal, which is an insulator and possesses a small mean free path [41], the
electron loses its initial momentum quickly and drifts under the effect of electric field Efe
inside the ferroelectric nanowire:
veff = µEfe ,

(1.11)

where µ is the electronic mobility, which depends on temperature, intermediate energy
levels and lattice vibrations. Lattice vibrations have a significant influence on the drift
mobility due to electron-phonon interactions [42, 43, 44, 45], in which an electron may
lose or gain energy in a collision. This effect will be discussed in the following subsection.
For the final case, V2 < E (k) < V1 , the electron first tunnels through an energy barrier
and then drifts in the conduction band. The effective velocity is given by

veff = µEfe P (k) .

(1.12)

For this case, the energy barrier goes to zero within the nanowire. At this condition, the
Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) [46] approximation fails. Since E (k) is close to V1 ,
we approximate P (k) to 1.
Even though the approximations in the first and last cases overestimate the tunneling
current, later we will point out that despite this, the tunneling current is still a negligible
contribution to the overall current.
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1.3.3

Electric Properties of BaTiO3 Nanowire

The relationship of surface charge density Q, electric displacement Dfe and electric field
Efe though the insulator is given by dielectric constant  (T ) [11]:

Q (t) = Dfe =  (T ) 0 Efe .

(1.13)

According to the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller [47] relation, the temperature dependent static
dielectric constant is expressed as:
Q 2
ω (T )
 (T )
= Qi L2 i
∞
i ωTi (T )

(1.14)

where ω is the frequency of lattice vibration and Ti and Li represent transverse and longitudinal modes. Approaching TC , a transverse optical mode ωTO becomes “soft”, indicating
the occurrence of phase transition [48, 49, 50]:

2
ωTO
≈ A (T − TC )

(1.15)

2
 (T )−1 ∝ ωTO
= A0 (T − TC )

(1.16)

where A and A0 are constants, and for BaTiO3 bulk [51, 52], TC ≈ 393 K. However, for
a thin film or nanowire, if polarization exists, a depolarization field is induced due to the
incomplete charge compensation of polarization charge [53, 54, 13]. The depolarization
field, which is anti–parallel to polarization, becomes significant as the thickness decreases.
It also applies an electric force on the ions, and as a consequence, the soft vibrational mode
is hardened. With the depolarization field effect included, the temperature dependent soft
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mode frequency for thin films should be rewritten as

2
ωTO
≈ A (T − TC0 )

(1.17)

 (T )−1 = A0 (T − TC0 )

(1.18)

TC0 < TC .

(1.19)

and

The depolarization field effect hardens the soft mode, increases the vibrational frequency,
suppresses the ferroelectricity and lowers the TC . The values of TC0 for different thicknesses
could be inferred from TC , which were previously experimentally measured [4].
Previous studies illustrated that the electronic mobility in BaTiO3 varies over a large
range (10−3 –10−1 cm2 /V–s) [55, 56, 45]. The variation of mobility could be attributed to
the different trap levels, types and concentrations from the fabrication process. Despite
the uncertainty, there is a general rule that electron mobility is determined by the optical
phonons [42, 43, 44, 45].
Many studies in recent years pointed out that scattering by the soft transverse optical
mode is the primary factor affecting electron drift [45, 57, 58]. In this case [58]:

µ=

f (T )
2
∝ f (T ) ωTO
 (T )

(1.20)

and f (T ) depends weakly on T for BaTiO3 [58, 57]. For T > TC0
2
µ ≈ BωTO
= B 0 (T − TC0 )

(1.21)

where B and B 0 are constants. An explicit explanation about the soft mode dependent
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mobility was proposed in Ref. [45]. In brief, according to thermodynamics, the mean
squared polarization fluctuation δP is related to the dielectric constant as [59].

2
hδP 2 i = kB T /V ∝ 1/ωTO

(1.22)

where kB is Boltzmann constant and V is the volume. For the case T > TC0 , a high
soft mode frequency means a small dielectric constant, large mean–square TO phonon
amplitude and polarization fluctuation. Besides, in a small region with an approximately
uniform polarization fluctuations, shifts in the conduction band edge ∆Ec is [60]
∆Ec = const + βδP 2

(1.23)

where β is the polarization–potential parameter, which has a typical value β ≈ 2 eV m4 /C2 .
In the nanowire, the low soft mode frequency leads to inhomogeneity in ∆Ec , which then
results to locally different effective masses and electronic energies. Therefore, an electron
traveling through the wire scatters more. This is similar to an electron traveling on a curved
path and harder to accelerate. A lower soft mode frequency means more scattering, a
shorter relaxation time, τe , and a smaller electron mobility, since electron mobility is given
by [61]
µ=

eτe
m∗

(1.24)

Thus, in this simulation, we use the empirical expression of electron mobility as shown in
equation (1.21).
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1.4

Results and discussions

With the expressions of effective velocity deduced in different wave vector range,

veff (k) =







































h̄k
·P
m

(k)

µEfe P (k)

if E (k) < V2 , k · ẑ > 0

if V2 < E (k) < V1 , k · ẑ > 0
(1.25)

µEfe

if E (k) > V1 , k · ẑ > 0

0

if k · ẑ < 0,

we could calculate the time evolution of surface charge with equation (1.2).
The expression of current density was shown in equation (1.2). In the calculation of
charge density evolution with time, the initial charge density used in the simulation is
Q (0) = 0.26 C/m2 [32], which is the spontaneous polarization for the tetragonal phase
of BaTiO3 . The time window is selected as 104 s, which is long enough to demonstrate
the general trend of time evolution of surface charge in adsorbate OH. Other parameters
involved in the presented tunneling and modified Schottky model are listed in Table 1.2.
Most of the parameters are from previous references. The difference of the potential energy
of electrons in the adsorbate oxygen 2p orbital (V0 ) and in the conduction band formed by
titanium 3d orbitals (V1 )
is estimated from the band gap of BaTiO3 (3.20 eV) [62]. This is a good approximation
because the adsorbate oxygen 2p orbital is approximately at the same level with the valence
band formed by oxygen 2p orbitals of the nanowire.

V1 − E (k) ≈ 3.20 eV
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(1.26)

where E (k) is the average energy of electrons in the adsorbate oxygen 2p orbital, and

E (k) = T (k) + V0

Z
T (k) =
0

∞

h̄2 k2 3
n (k)
d k = 68.28 eV
2m0

V1 − V0 = V1 − E (k) + T (k) = 71.48 eV.

(1.27)

(1.28)

(1.29)

In the modeling, the surface charge density Q decays with time t, but not exactly exponentially. We fit each Q vs. t curve with an exponential function by the least squares fitting
method. In this way, we obtain decay constants from this model that can be compared with
experimental ones. B 0 of equation (1.21) is the only parameter calculated by fitting the data
in experiments to the decay rates calculated by this analytical model, rather than from any
references or ab initio calculation.
The decay rates calculated from this model and experimental data are shown in Fig. 1.1.
Experimental data are marked with red circles and theoretically calculated ones are blue
squares. Symbols for decay rates of a given thickness are connected with dashed lines, to
demonstrate their temperature dependence. From the comparison, it could been seen that
this model not only simulates the experimental results to a good extent, but also sheds light
on the general rules of ferroelectric leakage current.
For nanowires with any thicknesses, calculations based on equations (1.2) and (1.25)
demonstrate that tunneling current provides a negligible part of the total leakage current.
Even for the thinnest nanowires (5 nm) with a surface charge density Q (0) = 0.26 C/m2 ,
the tunneling current is around 10−6 A/m2 or less, generally no more than 1 percent of
the total leakage current. Emission of electrons with energies higher than the barrier con-
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Parameter
TC0 (5 nm)
TC0 (7 nm)
TC0 (9 nm)
TC
c1
c2
z1
z2
m∗
V1 − V0
A0
B0

Description
TC for 5 nm nanowirea
TC for 7 nm nanowirea
TC for 9 nm nanowirea
TC for thick nanowiresa
Parameter in equation (1.3)b
Parameter in equation (1.3)b
Parameter in equation (1.3)b
Parameter in equation (1.3)b
Effective electronic mass
Energy barrierd
Defined in equation (1.18) e
Defined in equation (1.21) f

Value
340.3 K
355.2 K
367.9 K
391 K
0.72540
0.35173
1.62807 bohr−1
3.57388 bohr−1
6.5 m0
71.48 eV
7.84×10−6 K−1
5.025×10−6

Table 1.2: Parameters involved in the modified Schottky model.
Reference [4]
b
Reference [38]
c
Reference [55]
d
From the band gap estimation
e
Estimated from reference [52]
f
The unit is cm2 /VsK
a
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tributes nearly all the current. The fact that tunneling, whose rate is thickness dependent,
plays a minor role is consistent with the experimental finding that decay rates are thickness
independent for thick nanowires [63].
For thin nanowires, at a certain temperature which is above TC , the soft mode frequency decreases with thickness due to the depolarization field effect. A thinner nanowire
corresponds to a higher soft mode frequency and a smaller dielectric constant, as shown in
equation (1.17). Thus, the electric field through a thinner nanowire is larger and accelerates the electron emission. Meanwhile, a higher transverse optical mode frequency results
in a faster electron drift mobility. This makes the leakage current and polarization decay
constant significantly thickness–dependent for thin wires. For thick nanowires, the soft
mode frequency at a certain temperature approaches that of the bulk BaTiO3 crystal. In this
range, thickness affects the electric field, electron mobility, and leakage current little. It is
worth mentioning that the conclusion, that leakage current depends on thicknesses only for
thin nanowires or films, is consistent with previous studies [64, 65, 63].
In this study, the surface adsorbate OH plays the role of top electrode, which is the
source of nonequilibrium charge carriers. This modified Schottky model, simulating leakage current in ferroelectric oxides, differs from the traditional Schottky emission model in
many aspects. The electrons are localized in a 2p orbital, and their wave vector distribution
is now not based on Fermi-Dirac statistics. Different from the traditional Schottky emission
model, in which the thermal population of electrons leads to the temperature dependence
of leakage current, temperature dependent leakage current is attributed to change of electric field through the nanowire and electronic mobility accompanied with the hardening (or
softening) of the transverse optical mode in this model.
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1.5

Conclusion

In summary, the depolarization process of BaTiO3 nanowires has been studied by both
experiment and first principles calculation. We investigated the mechanisms which govern
the polarization decay and drew several principles. A new proposed theoretical model,
which combines molecular orbital theory, quantum tunneling and the modified Schottky
equation, could explain successfully the general trends in the temperature and nanowire
thickness dependent decay rates. Our study demonstrates that the surface adsorbate plays a
significant role in stabilizing ferroelectricity and that depolarization is a process of charge
leaking from the hydroxyl surface adsorbate to the gold substrate.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Modeling of Tribochemical
Reaction
Reprinted with permission from Y. Qi, J. Yang, and A. M.
Rappe, ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces, 8, 7529-7535 (2016).
Copyright (2016) by the American Chemical Society
2.1

Introduction

Metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) are the fundamental components in electronic logic devices. Moore’s law predicts that the number of transistors
in a defined size electronic device doubles every two years. Effort toward shrinking the
MOSFET scale is always ongoing, but a vital challenge is that the leakage current becomes
unacceptably large as the MOSFET size decreases [66]. Besides, the minimum subthreshold swing S = 60 meV/decade sets a lower limit for energy dissipation in the MOSFET
operation [67, 68]. To overcome these problems, microelectromechanical system (MEMS)
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switches are being developed [69, 70, 71, 72, 73]. The source and drain electrodes are
separated by an air gap, and they can also be connected by an adjustable conductive bar.
Such an electronic device has nearly zero leakage current, and the minimum subthreshold
swing also breaks the S = 60 meV/decade limitation. However, a prime concern about
this approach is the stability of the electrical contact resistance (ECR): a hydrocarbon contaminant forms on the surfaces of the electrodes and on the conductive bar after many
switching cycles. This tribopolymer may increase the ECR beyond the tolerance of logic
applications [74, 75, 76, 77, 78].
The study of the reliability of MEMS devices has been a fast–moving field [79]. In
MEMS devices, Pt and Au are two common electrodes in use. The benefits of using Au
electrodes are corrosion retardation, low resistivity, and ease of deposition [80, 81, 82].
However, Au is a soft metal with low cohesive energy, so surface wear and material transfer are the main drawbacks of Au contacts. Also, some contamination can still form after
electrical cycling [74, 83]. As for Pt contacts, previous experiments showed that tribopolymer is more prone to form on Pt than on Au. Wabiszewski et al. used atomic force microscopy (AFM) to mimic the Pt/Pt electrical contacts. The ECR after cycling was six
orders of magnitude higher than before [84]. Brand et al. observed considerable amounts
of tribopolymer formation on Pt contacts, leading to a dramatic increase of ECR [76, 77].
For Pt contacts, the rate of formation and the amount of tribopolymer are related to how
the MEMS switches are operated [76, 77]. Three types of switching-cycle mechanisms
are considered in their experimental setup: cold switching, hot switching, and mechanical
switching. In cold switching, voltage is applied after the two contacts are closed, and removed before the contacts open. In hot switching, voltage is applied across the device the
entire time, whether the contacts are closed or open. In mechanical switching, in order to
better understand the role of electrochemistry relative to other effects, the contacts undergo
cycles of closing and opening without applying any voltage. When a voltage of 5 V was ap22

plied across the contacts during the cold–switching cycle, a large amount of tribopolymer
was generated. However, interestingly, even in mechanical switching, the tribopolymer is
still formed, but less compared to the cold switching protocol. In this work, we applied a
computational compression experiment to study the effects of mechanical stress and catalysis on tribopolymer formation.

2.2

Methodology

It is believed that the tribopolymer results from the polymerization of hydrocarbon gases
from the atmosphere or from packaging. Among them, benzene is the one which causes
the most severe contamination [78]. Therefore, benzene is selected as the background gas
in our study. In order to investigate tribopolymer formation on Pt contacts in a benzene
atmosphere, we conducted compression computational experiments with first–principles
density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Au contacts are also studied as a control
system to illustrate the tribopolymer formation mechanism. All calculations are performed
with the plane–wave DFT package Q UANTUM – ESPRESSO [31] using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange correlation functional. A plane–wave cutoff energy
of Ecut ≈ 680 eV and an 8×8×1 Monkhorst–Pack k–point mesh [34] are used for energy
and force calculations. All atoms are represented by norm-conserving pseudopotentials
generated by the OPIUM [33] code with a plane-wave cutoff, h̄2 qc2 /2me ≈ 680 eV. The
maximum threshold for atomic force convergence is set as 5.0×10−3 eV/Å per atom.
A supercell geometry is used with periodically separated metal slabs and two benzene
molecules per surface between the slabs to model metal contacts in a benzene atmosphere.
A four–layer metal slab is used to simulate top and bottom contacts. Fig. 2.1 shows the
initial setup of the supercell structures. The space between the top and bottom contacts is
9.3 Å. The vertical distance between the two parallel benzene molecules is selected to be
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4.1 Å, so that the two benzene molecules have little interaction. In the initial structure, the
benzene molecules are intact without any deformation. The distance between one benzene
molecule and its closest metal contact is 2.6 Å. At this distance, the benzene molecule
has an attractive adsorption force toward the contact, and no stress is required to press the
molecule to such a position. After the relaxation, the two benzene molecules are strongly
chemisorbed on the top and bottom contacts. Once the adsorption system is fully optimized, the value of the distance between each pair of neighboring metal atomic layers, a,
is decreased by ∆a. Since there are three intervals in the four–layer slabs, the height of the
supercell is reduced by 3∆a in total in each compression step. At the beginning, the value
of ∆a is selected as 0.2 Å. Once any significant deformation of the adsorbates is observed,
we decrease ∆a to 0.02 Å or less, in order to have a subtle observation of the structural
changes correlated with the height of the supercell. Then, we optimize the compressed
system, and after the relaxation, we repeat this compression and optimization process. Our
manual adjustment of the supercell is analogous to applying stress to the adsorbed benzene.
As the compression process goes on, the normal load (stress) increases. The average stress
is calculated from the energy of the system and the dimension of the supercell

σ=−

1 ∂E
S ∂z

(2.1)

where σ is the stress along the z direction of the system, E is the energy of the system, and
S is the area of the surface. Since we have optimized the structure to equilibrium, the stress
in the supercell is approximately uniform and the stress on the molecules is the same as the
average one.
Energy barriers are calculated with the nudged elastic band (NEB) method implemented
in the Q UANTUM – ESPRESSO package. The optimization scheme is the quasi–Newton
Broyden’s second method. Path optimization stops when the norm of the force orthog-
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onal to the path is less than 0.05 eV/Å.
(a)

(b)
Top View of three
different registries

Benzene molecules are placed
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x
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x

Figure 2.1: Ball–and–stick model of the initial registries of two benzene molecules.

2.3

Results

In Pt–benzene systems, we choose three different registries as shown in Fig. 2.1. In registry
(1), there is one carbon atom overlapping between the two benzene molecules from the top
view. In the second registry, there is no carbon atom overlap. In registry (3), the two
benzene molecules have a relatively large overlap.
During the relaxation, the compressed electrodes will recover to a new equilibrium
structure, and hence will expand and squeeze the center vacuum space. The adsorbed
molecules at the center will sense the stress applied by the two closing contacts. We conduct compression computational experiments and observe that for all three different registries, when the height of the supercell is reduced to 11.06 Å, chemical reaction occurs:
some hydrogen atoms dissociate from the adsorbed benzene molecules, making them less
saturated. The carbon atoms which lose their bonded hydrogen atoms form a C–C bond
making a biphenyl–like structure, as shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Side View

Top View

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 2.2: Side and top views of the biphenyl–like structure formed after the height of the
supercell is reduced to 11.06 Å for the three different registries.
In the following part, we take a more detailed look at the formation of the biphenyl–like
structure. For the structure without any compression, the benzene molecules adsorb on the
surface and distort to become non–planar. The adsorption is at the hollow site, as it is the
most favorable position [85], as shown in Fig. 2.4 (a). The C–C bonds are around 1.5 Å,
which is approximately the length of C–C single bond. These indicate the chemisorption
of benzene on Pt(111) surface. The bonding between C and Pt induces the H atoms to
move away from the surface, indicating sp3 C character. The C–Pt bond distances are
approximately 2.1 Å. We should also note that before the compression (no external stress
applied), the distance between one H atom and its closest Pt atom is approximately 2.7 Å,
which is much larger than the length of a Pt–H bond (1.7 Å) [86]. There is no chemical
bond between Pt and H atoms.
Taking the first registry as an example, the changes of the structure with the height of
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the supercell c and the resulting σ are shown in Fig. 2.3. When the stress increases to 24.0
GPa, it can been seen that one H atom is pushed close to a Pt atom, as shown in Fig. 2.4
(b).

c = 16.46
0.00 GPa

c = 14.66
= 0.91 GPa

c = 12.26
= 21.8 GPa

c = 12.08
= 24.0 GPa

c = 14.06
= 2.60 GPa

c = 11.78
= 22.9 GPa

c = 13.46
= 8.40 GPa

c = 12.86
= 15.2 GPa

c = 11.66
= 29.4 GPa

c = 11.06
= 47.7 GPa

Figure 2.3: Ball–and–stick model of the entire compression process of the supercell with
benzene on the Pt(111) surface.
As we compress the system further, a C–H bond breaks, and the H atom is attached
to the Pt substrate, as shown in Fig. 2.4 (c). The adsorption position of the dissociated H
atom is the hollow site, which is the most stable one [87]. Two C atoms which lose their H
atoms form a C–C bond, and connecting the carbon rings builds a biphenyl–like structure,
as shown in FIG. 2.4 (d). The adsorbed benzene molecules are on the way to more dramatic
change: (1) H atoms can fall off due to further compression. The detached atoms may form
H2 and escape into the atmosphere, which indicates that the dehydrogenation is a non–
reversible process; (2) C atoms which lose their H atoms become less saturated and more
reactive. As these processes continue, more hydrogen atoms may fall off, and reactive C
atoms link with others or even pile up, forming a two dimensional or three dimensional
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Figure 2.4: (a-d) Ball–and–stick model of detailed benzene bonding geometry and reactivity on Pt (111). (e) The plot of supercell height vs. the Pt–C–H angle.
C–rich network. The biphenyl–like linked rings (Fig. 2.4) can be viewed as the primary
step of tribopolymer formation.
To further investigate the dehydrogenation and polymerization processes, we use the
NEB [88] method to calculate the energy barrier at different unit cell heights, as shown in
Fig. 2.5. Energies of the structures without polymer formation are shown in red, whereas
the black points correspond to the polymerized structures. The subplot shows the detailed
stress effect on the polymer formation process. With mechanical load applied, structure 1
evolves to 2 , which is the structure one step before the formation of polymer. The energy
drops to 3 , indicating the polymer formation. Continued compression of the cell does
not lead to additional new species formation. 4 is an expansion step back up to the same
supercell volume as 2 . Further expansion changes the structure to 5 ;
Initial structures with different supercell heights provide different stress/mechanical
loads. The calculated unit cell height dependence of reaction energies is shown in Fig. 2.6
(a). For stress below 24.22 GPa, there is a linear relation between stress and reaction
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barrier, which is consistent with a Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi (BEP) relationship [89, 90, 91]
as expressed
∆Eact = α∆H = αF · ∆d

(2.2)

where ∆Eact is the change of activation energy Eact , α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is a constant which
characterizes the position of the transition state, H is the enthalpy of the reaction, F is the
applied force, which is proportional to the stress, and ∆d is the distance that the force F
moves though along the reaction coordinate. As we increase the stress and the dimension
of the system shrinks by ∆d, a work

W = F · ∆d

(2.3)

is applied to the system. This energy is added to the adsorbates, promoting the reaction, as
shown in Fig. 2.5 (b). If the stress increases further, the energy barrier drops to zero within
just a 0.2 GPa period, as in Fig. 2.6 (a) and (b). This breakdown of the BEP relationship is
attributed to the catalysis effect of Pt. Compression not only adds energy to the adsorbates,
but also presses hydrogen atoms close to the Pt substrate, changing the reaction pathway.
Pt, as a catalyst, can weaken the C–H bond and reduce the reaction energy barrier [92, 93,
94]. The stronger the Pt–H interaction is, the lower the energy barrier is.
The reaction occurs when the stress is 24.42 GPa. In the following part, we demonstrate
that the threshold stress can be reduced by including the electrochemical effect. Above
24.22 GPa, the relationship of the supercell height and energy barrier deviates from linearity. We deduce that from this point, Pt begins to affect the dehydrogenation as a catalyst.
The chemical reaction can be expressed as


C6 H6 → C6 H5 · + H+ + e− .
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(2.4)

And the reaction energy change due to applied potential U is [95]

∗
∆Eact
= ∆Eact − n · e · U

(2.5)

where e is the electron charge and n is the number of electrons involved in the reaction.
At 24.22 GPa, the energy barrier is 0.051 eV, and in experiments, the applied voltage (5.0
V) during device switching is larger than 0.051 V. Therefore, due to the electrochemical
effect, the H atom can get one electron and leave the benzene as soon as it makes electrical
contact with the electrode.
The process of adsorbed benzene molecules losing H atoms and linking together by C
bonds can be summarized as: (1) benzene molecules are adsorbed on the Pt surfaces; (2)
due to the closure of the Pt contacts, stress is applied to the adsorbate, flattening it and
making C–H bonds easier to break. We emphasize that while the H atoms are not close
to the Pt substrate, the fragility of adsorbed benzene mainly results from mechanical load
(rather than catalytic effect), and the activation energy–stress relationship obeys the BEP
relationship; (3) As the stress increases further, the benzene adsorbates become flat enough
and the H atoms begin to be attracted to the Pt atoms. Pt weakens the C–H bond and
accelerates the dehydrogenation process, as shown in Fig. 2.5 (b). This effect can also be
enhanced by electrochemistry.
In the following section, computational compression experiments of a Au–benzene system are analyzed as a contrast with Pt, highlighting the importance of adsorption and catalysis in polymerization. In Fig. 2.7, the changes of the Au–benzene structure during the
compression are shown. At the outset, benzene molecules are not strongly adsorbed on the
contact surfaces, with a -0.1 eV adsorption energy, much weaker than on Pt (-1.9 eV). After
normal load is applied, benzene molecules spontaneously glide and avoid each other, due to
the lack of strong adsorption or fixed location. As the compression increases, the benzene
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Figure 2.5: Energetic behavior of the compression process.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Energy barriers for benzene on Pt at different stresses. (b) The change of
reaction paths with applied stress.
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c = 19.56
= -0.38 GPa

c = 13.56
= 7.33 GPa

c = 17.16
= 0.14 GPa

c = 12.96
= 10.1 GPa

c = 16.56
= 0.65 GPa

c = 12.36
= 12.1 GPa

c = 15.96
= 1.32 GPa

c = 15.36
= 2.40 GPa

c = 14.76
= 3.77 GPa

c = 11.76
= 22.9 GPa

c = 11.16
= 40.2 GPa

c = 10.56
= 54.6 GPa

Figure 2.7: Ball–and–stick model of the compression of benzene on the Au(111) surface.
No polymer formation is seen during the compression.
molecules begin to distort, because of the reduction of free space and applied stress. Different from the benzene on Pt contacts case, there is no C–H bonds broken. Even though
the benzene ring is broken at the high stress cases and Au–C bonds are able to form, no
polymerization is observed, even when the height of the supercell is reduced to 10.56 Å
with stress of 54.6 GPa, which is far beyond the requirement of benzene polymerization on
Pt contacts (≈ 24 GPa).
As we know, Au is the noblest metal, possessing a completely filled d–band, and the
d–band center is far from the Fermi level [96]. As a result, the bonds that form between
Au and adsorbates have anti–bonding orbitals that are partially or mostly filled, indicating that the bonding itself is not stable. Therefore, Au contacts cannot adsorb molecules
tightly, so there is nothing to stop intermolecular gliding, and Au does not catalyze the
dehydrogenation reaction.
If the concentration of benzene is low, the molecules tend to escape from the center
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space between the two Au contacts, making tribopolymer formation less likely. For the
high concentration case, if lots of benzene molecules are trapped in a certain region during
the switching, the mechanical load can eventually induce the polymerization. Previous
theoretical study demonstrates that benzene molecules can transform to a polymeric phase
due solely to pressure [97], but the required polymerization pressure is relatively high,
above 80 GPa.
The main differences between the Pt and Au cases are the adsorption and dehydrogenation. Adsorption is important, because it not only prevents the repulsion and avoidance of
molecules, but also breaks the strong and stable delocalized π orbital. For the Au contacts
with little adsorption, the delocalized π system is crushed only by the mechanical load, and
there is a stricter requirement for this process, such as a higher molecule concentration or
larger mechanical load. However, for the polymerization on Pt case, the strong delocalized
π system is broken by the adsorption onto the substrate. Polymerization is induced by the
breaking of the C–H bonds, and this process is much easier.
For Pt contacts, computational compression experiments demonstrate that polymerization can occur under stress of 24.22 GPa. Compared with the pure benzene polymerization
stress 80 GPa, it is much closer to the experimental situation, for which the stress between
contacts is estimated at several GPa. Besides, only uniaxial stress is investigated in this
study. Shear may also assist the dehydrogenation, accelerate the polymerization, and hence
lower the polymerization threshold stress. Moreover, in the study, a flat Pt surface is assumed. Steps and vacancies can also enhance the catalysis effect and reduce the threshold
polymerization stress.
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2.4

Conclusion

In this study, the mechanism of tribopolymer formation has been studied by computational
compression experiments. Benzene molecules adsorb on the surfaces of contacts, and then
original chemical bonds can be broken due to mechanical load. Dehydrogenation makes
adsorbed benzene molecules less saturated, so they bond with others to form tribopolymer.
In a certain stress range, the reaction energy decreases with mechanical load, and the linear
relationship between Eact and P follows the BEP relationship. When the stress is large
enough to press H atoms close to the Pt substrate, a catalytic effect takes over and the energy
barrier decreases to zero more rapidly as stress increases. Our study provides a detailed
analysis of the process and mechanism of the initial stage of tribopolymer formation on
contacts in MEMS and NEMS.
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Chapter 3
Atomistic Description for
Temperature–Driven Phase Transitions
in BaTiO3
Reprinted with permission from Y. Qi, S. Liu, I. Grinberg,
and A. M. Rappe, Phys. Rev. B 94, 134308 (2016). Copyright (2016) by the American Physical Society
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevB.94.134308
3.1

Introduction

BaTiO3 is a ferroelectric perovskite with promising applications in electronic devices, such
as non–volatile memory, high–κ dielectrics, and piezoelectric sensors [6, 98, 99, 100].
Therefore, it is of great significance to investigate and understand the structural and elec35

tronic properties of BaTiO3 for designed material optimization and device engineering.
First–principles density functional theory (DFT) has served as a powerful method to understand the electronic structures of ferroelectric materials [101, 102, 103, 15, 104, 105].
Due to the expensive computational cost, the application of DFT methods is currently limited to system of fairly small size at zero Kelvin. Many important dynamical properties,
such as domain wall motions and temperature–driven phase transitions, are beyond the capability of conventional first–principles methods. An effective Hamiltonian method was
developed to study finite–temperature properties of BaTiO3 [106, 107, 108, 109]. To apply this method, the subset of dynamical modes that determine a specific property should
be known a priori. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with an atomistic potential
accounting for all the modes offer distinct advantages, especially in providing detailed information about atomic positions, velocities and modifications of chemical bonds due to
a chemical reaction or thermal excitation. The shell model for BaTiO3 has been developed [110, 111, 112, 113, 114]. However, due to the low mass assigned to the shell, a small
time step in MD simulations is required to achieve accurate results, which limits the time
and length scales of the simulations.

Recently, we developed a bond–valence (BV) model potential for oxides based on
the bond valence theory [115, 116, 117, 118, 119]. The force fields for many technologically important ferroelectric materials, PbTiO3 , PbZrO3 and BiFeO3 [118, 119, 117,
115, 120], have been parameterized based on results from DFT calculations. A typical force field requires no more than 15 parameters and can be efficiently implemented,
which enables simulations of systems with thousands of atoms under periodic boundary
conditions [121, 122]. The development of an accurate classical potential for BaTiO3
has proven to be difficult, mainly due to the small energy differences among the four
phases (rhombohedral, orthorhombic, tetragonal, and cubic) [123, 124, 125]. In this paper,
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we apply the bond–valence model to BaTiO3 and parameterize the all–atom interatomic
potential to first–principles data. Our model potential for BaTiO3 is able to reproduce
the rhombohedral–orthorhombic–tetragonal–cubic (R-O-T-C) phase transition sequence in
isobaric–isothermal ensemble (N P T ) MD simulations. The phase transition temperatures
agree reasonably well with previous theoretical results [110]. We further examine the temperature dependence of the local displacements of Ti atoms and discover several features
of the phase transitions of BaTiO3 : the phase transitions of BaTiO3 involve both order–
disorder and displacive characters; at the moment that the phase transition of the crystal
occurs, all the polarization components undergo phase transitions, even for the nonpolar
ones; and temperature increase can also cause bond–hardening for a certain component.

3.2

Methods

The bond–valence model potential is developed based on the conservation principles of
bond valence and bond–valence vector. The bond valence, Vij , reflects the bonding strength
and can be calculated based on the bond length, rij , with [126, 115, 127, 128, 118, 119,
116, 117]

Vij =

r0,ij
rij

Cij
(3.1)

where i and j are the labels for atoms; r0,ij and Cij are Brown’s empirical parameters. The
bond–valence vector is defined as a vector lying along the bond, Vij = Vij R̂ij , where R̂ij
is the unit vector pointing from atom i to atom j. The total energy (E) consists of the
Coulombic energy (Ec ), the short–range repulsive energy (Er ), the bond–valence energy
(EBV ), the bond–valence vector energy (EBVV ), and the angle potential (Ea ) [118, 119,
116, 117]:
E = Ec + Er + EBV + EBVV + Ea
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(3.2)

Ec =

X qi qj
i<j

Er =

,

X  Bij 12
rij

i<j

EBV =

rij

X

(3.3)

,

(3.4)

Si (Vi − V0,i )2

(3.5)

i

EBVV =

X

2
Di Wi2 − W0,i

2

(3.6)

i

Noxygen

Ea = k

X

(θi − 180◦ )2

(3.7)

i

where Vi =

P

j6=i

Vij is the bond–valence sum (BVS), Wi =

P

j6=i

Vij is the bond–valence

vector sum (BVVS, shown in Fig. 3.1 (a), (b)), qi is the ionic charge, Bij is the short–range
repulsion parameter, Si and Di are scaling parameters with the unit of energy, k is the
spring constant and θ is the O–O–O angle along the common axis of two adjacent oxygen
octahedra (Fig. 3.1 (c)). The bond-valence energy EBV captures the energy penalty for both
overbonded and underbonded atoms. The bond-valence vector energy EBVV is a measure
of the breaking of local symmetry, which is important for correctly describing the ferroelectricity. V0,i and W0,i are preferred or target values of BVS and BVVS for atom i in the
ground–state structure, which can be calculated from DFT directly. It is noted that the EBV
and EBVV can be related to the moments of the local density of states in the framework of
a tight binding model, providing a quantum mechanical justification for these two energy
terms [118, 119, 129, 126, 130]. The angle potential is used to account for the energy cost
associated with the rotations of oxygen octahedra.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

WTi

|WTi| > 0
Ferroelectric Phase

|WTi| = 0
Paraelectric Phase

Angle Potential

Figure 3.1: Bond valence vector sum and angle potential.
We followed the optimization protocol developed in previous studies [118, 119]. The
optimal values of force-field parameters qi , Si , Di and Bij , are acquired by minimizing
the difference between the DFT energies/forces and the model–potential energies/forces
for a database of BaTiO3 structures. All DFT calculations are carried out with the plane–
wave DFT package Q UANTUM – ESPRESSO [31] using the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof functional modified for solids (PBEsol) [131] and optimized norm–conserving pseudopotentials generated by the O PIUM package [33]. A plane–wave cutoff energy of 50 Ry and
4×4×4 Monkhorst–Pack k–point mesh [34] are used for energy and force calcualtions.
The database consists of 40–atom 2×2×2 supercells with different lattice constants and
local ion displacements. The final average difference between DFT energy and model–
potential energy is 1.35 meV/atom.

3.3

Performance of the classical potential

The optimized parameters are listed in Table 3.1. The performance of the obtained force
field is examined by investigating the temperature dependence of lattice constants (a, b and
c), component–resolved local displacements of Ti atoms (dx , dy , and dz ), and the three
components of the total polarization (Px , Py , and Pz ). We carried out N P T MD simulations using a 10×10×10 supercell (5000 atoms) with the temperature controlled via the
Nosé–Hoover thermostat and the pressure maintained at 1 atm via the Parrinello–Rahman
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r0,βO C0,βO
Ba 2.290 8.94
Ti 1.798 5.20
O

Ba
Ti
O

qβ (e)
1.34730
1.28905
-0.87878

Sβ (eV)
Dβ
0.59739 0.08429
0.16533 0.82484
0.93063 0.28006


Bββ 0 Å
Ba
Ti
O
V0,β
2.44805 2.32592 1.98792 2.0
2.73825 1.37741 4.0
1.99269 2.0

W0,β
0.11561
0.39437
0.31651

Table 3.1: Optimized force field for BaTiO3 . The angle constant k = 6.1 meV/(deg)2 .
barostat [132]. Each simulation was performed for 80 ps with a 1 fs time step. The thermal
inertia parameter Ms was selected as 1.0 for the first 20 ps and 5.0 for the rest 60 ps. The
local polarization of each unit cell Pu (t) is expressed as

Pu (t) =

1
Vu

1 ∗
Z
8 Ba

8
X
i=1

1
∗
rBa,i (t) + ZTi
rTi,i (t) + ZO∗
2

6
X

!
rO,i (t)

(3.8)

i=1

∗
∗
where Vu is the volume of a unit cell, ZBa
, ZTi
, and ZO∗ are the Born effective charges of
∗
∗
∗
∗
) [133]. rBa,i (t),
+ ZTi
Ba, Ti, and O atoms, with ZBa
= 2.9, ZTi
= 6.7, and ZO∗ = 31 (ZBa

rTi,i (t), and rO,i (t) are the positions of Ba, Ti, and O atoms at time t.
As shown in Fig. 3.2, the simulations clearly reveal four distinct phases under different
temperature ranges and three first–order phase transitions. Below 100 K, the displacements of Ti atoms and the overall polarization of the supercell are along [111] direction
(Px = Py = Pz ), characteristic of the rhombohedral phase. At 100 K, the z component
of the total polarization, Pz , becomes approximately 0, indicating a phase transition from
rhombohedral to orthorhombic (Px = Py > 0, Pz = 0). As the temperature increases
further to 110 K, the total polarization aligns preferentially along x direction (Px > 0,
Py = Pz = 0) and the lattice constants have b = c < a. The supercell stays tetragonal until
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.2: Temperature dependence of the polarization, Ti displacement, and lattice constants in BaTiO3 .
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BV model
Shell model
Experiments

R–O
O–T
T–C
100 K 110 K 160 K
80 K 120 K 170 K
183 K 278 K 393 K

Table 3.2: Comparison of the phase transition temperatures given by the BV model, the
shell model, and experiments.
160 K at which point the ferroelectric–paraelectric phase transition occurs. The phase transition temperatures match well with those predicted by the shell model [110] (Table 3.2).
Experimental phase transition temperatures [134] are also listed in Table 3.2. It can be seen
that phase transition temperatures are consistently underestimated in our MD simulations.
This underestimation has been observed previously in other DFT fitted simulations, and
is due to the systematic error of exchange–correlation functional used for force field optimization [118, 107, 135, 134]. The accuracy of DFT depends on exchange–correlation
functionals. Using different exchange–correlation functionals in parameterization affects
the simulated phase transition temperatures, but nearly all DFT calculations underestimate
the energy barries between states corresponding to different phases [134]. There are ad–
hoc techniques for fixing this problem, such as scaling the ab–initio energy surface [134] or
using a negative pressure [107]. These techniques would not be discussed detailedly in this
study, because the underestimation does not affect the practiacl application of this potential
much [118, 119, 120, 122]. We extract the averaged lattice constants at finite temperatures
from MD simulations and find that they are in good agreement (error less than 1%) with
the PBEsol values (Table 3.3).
Domain walls are interfaces separating domains with different polarities. They are important topological defects and can be moved by applying external stimulus [121, 122].
The domain wall energy for a 180◦ wall obtained from our MD simulations is 6.63 mJ/m2 ,
which is comparable to PBEsol value, 7.84 mJ/m2 . This indicates that our atomistic po-
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Lattice constant
Rhombohedral
a=b=c
Orthorhombic
a
b=c
Tetragonal
a=b
c
Cubic
a=b=c

MD (Å)

DFT (Å)

error

4.036

4.024

0.30%

3.997
4.059

3.977
4.046

0.50%
0.32%

4.005
4.109

3.985
4.089

0.50%
0.49%

4.037

4.002

0.87%

Table 3.3: Comparison of lattice constants of BaTiO3 given by MD simulations with BV
model potential and PBEsol DFT calculations. For MD simulation, lattice constants of
rhombohedral, orthorhombic, tetragonal and cubic phases are obtained at 5 K, 105 K, 120
K and 165 K respectively.
tential can be used for studying the dynamics of ferroelectric domain walls in BaTiO3 .
All these results demonstrate the robustness of this developed classical potential. This potentail is an atomistic potential, in which modeled atoms represent real atoms. By using
this potential, we can calculate real experimental observables, such as dielectric constant,
frequency dependent dielectric response, vibrational modes, and their temperature, pressure and stress dependence. In the following section, we will discuss atomistic features of
BaTiO3 phase transitions.

3.4

Atomistic features of different phases

To provide an atomistic description of the different phases of BaTiO3 , we analyze the distribution of local displacements of Ti atoms in each phase. Ti displacement is defined as
the distance between the Ti atom and the center of the oxygen octahedral cage of a unit
cell, which scales with the magnitude of polarization.
In FIG. 3.3 (a), we plot the distributions of Ti displacements (d =
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p 2
dx + d2y + d2z ).

It can be seen that in all four phases, the distribution is approximately a Gaussian curve
whose peak shifts toward lower values as the temperature increases. This suggests that
the temperature–driven phase transition has a displacive character. It is noted that the distribution of magnitudes is peaked at non–zero value even in the paraelectric cubic phase,
suggesting that most Ti atoms are still locally displaced at high temperature, and that the
overall net zero polarization is the result of an isotropic distribution of local dipoles along
different directions. This confirms the order–disorder character for BaTiO3 at high temperature.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: (a) The distribution of total Ti displacement magnitude at different temperatures. (b) Instantaneous compositions of different phases.
We can categorize the instantaneous phase of each unit cell based on the local displacement of Ti atom. The categorization criteria are
(1) If d < 0.1 Å, the unit cell is considered to be paraelectric cubic;
(2) For a ferroelectric unit cell, the k–th component is considered to be ferroelectric if
√
dk > d/ 6. The rhombohedral, orthorhombic, and tetragonal unit cells have three, two,
and one ferroelectric component(s), respectively.
The results are shown in FIG. 3.3 (b). At 30 K, the supercell is made only from rhombohedral unit cells, showing that the rhombohedral phase is the ground–state structure. As
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Rhombohedral
Energy (meV/unit cell)
-39.31

Orthorhombic
-37.23

Tetragonal
-29.47

Cubic
0

Table 3.4: Relative energies (potential energies) of different phases from DFT calculations.
The cubic unit cell is chosen as the reference structure.
the temperature increases, the supercell becomes a mixture of the four phases. It should
be noted that the cubic unit cell with nearly–zero local Ti displacement seldom appears,
because a cubic unit cell is energetically less favorable. The relative energies of the four
phases of BaTiO3 from PBEsol DFT calculations are listed in Table 3.4. It can be seen
that the energy differences between the tetragonal, orthorhombic and rhombohedral unit
cells are small (within several meV per unit cell) [136, 101]. Due to the thermal fluctuations, the populations of higher–energy ferroelectric phases (tetragonal and orthorhombic)
increase as temperature increases. Above the ferroelectric–paraelectric transition temperature, locally ferroelectric unit cells are still favored over paraelectric due to the relatively
high energy of cubic, the high–symmetry structure.
In Fig. 3.4, the distributions of Ti displacements along the three axes are plotted. At
100 K, BaTiO3 is at the rhombohedral phase and the distributions of Ti displacements are
Gaussian–like. As the temperature increases, the phase changes to orthorhombic. The
average of the x polarization component shifts to zero, indicating a displacive phase transition. Besides, the standard deviation increases and the center of the distribution curve
becomes flatter. For the cubic phase, the center of the Ti displacement distribution curve
is also flat. As shown in Fig. 3.5, the center–flat curve is a summation of a Gaussian curve
centering at zero, and a double–peak curve. The latter is characteristic of order–disorder
transition [121]. These results further demonstrate that phase transitions of BaTiO3 have a
mix of order–disorder and displacive characters [137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 123].
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100 K, Rhombohedral

110 K, Orthorhombic

120 K, Tetragonal

165 K, Cubic

Figure 3.4: The distributions of Ti displacement at different temperatures.
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displacive

order-disorder

displacive and
order-disorder

Figure 3.5: Schematic figure of the distributions of Ti displacement for displacive transition, order–disorder transition and a mix of them.

3.5

Features of the phase transitions

To investigate the structural dynamics during phase transitions in more detail, we conducted
MD simulations with varying temperatures. In three different sets of simulations, the temperatures were increased from 100 K to 110 K (R to O), 110 K to 120 K (O to T) and 155
K to 165 K (T to C) respectively. The temperature was controlled by the Nosé–Hoover
thermostat with a thermal inertia parameter Ms =10 and the 10 K temperature change was
accomplished in 60 ps. We analyze the temperature dependence of Ti displacement distributions along three axes. The dynamics of Ti displacement distributions during the phase
transitions are plotted in Fig. 3.6. The time evolution of the average and standard deviation
of the Ti displacement distributions are shown in Fig. 3.7.
Phase transition occurs when one component undergoes polar–nonpolar transition. The
first column (from 100 K to 110 K) shows the changes of Ti displacement distributions
during the rhombohedral to orthorhombic phase transition. In the x and y direction, the
averages of the distribution shift up, which is a characteristic of displacive transition.
Meanwhile, in the z direction, the average becomes zero and the variance becomes significantly larger, indicating that the transition is a mix of displacive and bond–softening
characters [143]. For the orthorhombic to tetragonal phase transition (second column),
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R to O
100 K to 110 K

O to T
110 K to 120 K

T to C
155 K to 165 K

time (ps)

time (ps)

time (ps)

dx

Percentage

dy

dz

Figure 3.6: Temperature dependence of Ti displacement distributions in three Cartesian
directions. The color scale represents the percentages of Ti displacement with a certain
value.
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(a) Rhombohedral to Orthorhombic

(b)Orthorhombic to Tetragonal

(c)Tetragonal to Cubic

Figure 3.7: The change of the average and standard deviation of the Ti displacement distribution. In the standard deviation plot of (b), the green and black lines increase with
temperature and are parallel until the transition.
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the transition of the y component, which is a polar–nonpolar transition, includes both displacive and bond–softening features. For the x component, the transition involves both an
increase of the average and a decrease of the standard deviation. For the z direction, even
though the Ti displacement distribution is centered at zero above and below the transition,
the Ti displacements are located closer to zero, indicating an increase in bond hardness.
From 155 K to 165 K, there is also a bond–hardness–changing transition for the components (x and y) with zero averages. We collectively refer to ‘bond–softening’ and ‘bond–
hardening’ as ‘bond–hardness–changing’.
Based on the features of the Ti displacement distributions at different phases, the schematic
representation of the thermal excitation between different energy surfaces is presented in
Fig. 3.8. There are two points worth mentioning: (1) For the x component (first column),
the minima of the energy profile for the tetragonal phase are further from the center and
have a higher curvature, compared with those for orthorhombic phase, because the Ti displacement distribution has a larger average and smaller variance; (2) For the z component (third column), compared with the energy profile for orthorhombic phase, the one for
the tetragonal phase has a higher curvature at the center (Ti displacement more closely
distributed around 0, as seen from Fig. 3.6) and smaller curvature for larger z–direction
displacements (larger standard deviation, seen from Fig. 3.7 (b).
From our results, the characteristics of BaTiO3 phase transition can be summarized as:
(1) For BaTiO3 , the mechanisms of phase transitions include both bond–hardness–changing
and displacive transition. The sudden shifts of the average and standard deviation correspond to displacive with some order–disorder contribution and bond–hardness–changing
transitions respectively; (2) Unlike the conventional understanding that thermal excitation
usually causes bond–softening, increasing temperature can also cause bond hardening. The
x component of polarization during the orthorhombic to tetragonal transition is an example
of this case. (3) When the phase transition occurs, each component of polarization un50

Component
Hardness–changing
Displacive

R to O
dx dy dz
N N Y
Y Y Y

O to T
dx dy dz
Y Y Y
Y Y N

T to C
dx dy dz
Y Y Y
Y N N

Table 3.5: Phase–transition characters of each component. ‘Hardness–changing’ includes
bond softening and bond hardening, which are characterized by the change of the standard
deviation of the Ti displacement distribution.
dergoes a change, even for the component(s) which is(are) non–polar before and after the
transition. The transition(s) that each component undergoes are listed in Table 3.5.

Figure 3.8: Schematic representations of bond–softening, bond–hardening and displacive
excitations. ).
In phenomenological models, people use order parameters, such as polarization or any
modes, to describe the free energy [144, 145]. Geneste pointed out that free energy should
be expressed with the density of probability (DOP) of the order parameter, rather than local
order parameters [135]. DOP is defined as the average of the order parameters in a give
region, and is characterized by its standard deviation. Our simulation is consistent with this
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study, and all these results demonstrate that both the average and standard deviation of the
polarization distribution are features of each specific phase.

3.6

Conclusion

In this work, we develop a classical atomistic potential for BaTiO3 based on the bond valence model. Molecular dynamics simulation with this optimized potential can not only reproduce the temperature–driven phase transitions, but can also be a powerful tool in studying the phase transition process with high temporal and spatial resolutions. The detailed
analysis of the local displacements of Ti atoms reveals that in each phase (including the
paraelectric phase), the majority of Ti atoms are locally displaced, and the phase transitions
in BaTiO3 exhibit a mixture of order–disorder and displacive character. The distribution of
Ti displacement is a Gaussian curve or a curve involving a Gaussian and a double peak one.
By analyzing the dynamics of Ti displacement distributions during phase transition, we discover several rules of BaTiO3 phase transitions: the global phase transition is associated
with significant changes in each component, even for the components which are nonpolar,
and the orthorhombic to tetragonal transition exhibits a bond–hardening character in the x
component, which is opposite to the conventional understanding that temperature increase
generally causes bond–softening transition.
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Chapter 4
Giant negative unusual electrocaloric
effect in ferroelectrics
4.1

Introduction

The electrocaloric effect (ECE) refers to the phenomenon in which the temperature of a material changes reversibly under the application and removal of electric field [146, 147, 148].
Recent years have seen a surge of interest in developing ECE–based cooling technology [149, 150, 151, 152, 153], which does not rely on the high global–warming potential refrigerants (hydrofluorocarbons and hydrochlorofluorocarbons) that are widely used
in traditional vapor compression cooling technology. Giant positive ECEs up to 12 K have
been observed in PbZr0.95 Ti0.05 O3 , and paving the path toward the practical application of
the ECE is a fast–moving research project [154]. Similar to a mechanical refrigeration cycle, the traditional ECE–based refrigeration cycle involves four steps: (1) the temperature
of a crystal increases under the application of electric field; (2) the crystal ejects heat to
a sink; (3) the electric field is removed, and the temperature of the crystal decreases; (4)
the crystal is contacted with a load and adsorbs heat from it [155]. It is generally assumed
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the temperature decrease during the electric field removal should equal the temperature increase during the electric field application [156]. However, sometimes the cooling is less
than expected, or even cannot be observed [152, 157, 158, 159]. The reasons include but
are not limited to: the dielectric loss during the polarization relaxation, friction during the
transfer of the crystal from the hot sink to the cold load, and entropy production during an
irreversible process [157, 158, 159, 160]. Therefore, negative (anomalous) ECE, in which
the temperature of a material will decrease (rather than increase) under an electric pulse, is
significantly desired for effectively cooling the load [157, 161, 156].
In this work, we focus on a special kind of, unusual electrocaloric effect. It is denoted
as ‘unusual’ because this temperature change is induced by just an electric field pulse and is
an irreversible process. We demonstrate terahertz control of both positive and negative uECEs in ferroelectrics theoretically. We first clarify the mechanism of ECE from the energy
conservation point of view, which can apply to both usual and unusual ECE. The external
electric field does work on a ferrolectric crystal and causes structural change, which means
a modification in potential energy. As a result, the kinetic energy, which relates to the temperature, also changes. The signs and magnitudes of these changes are determined by the
electric field profile. Based on this improved understanding, we demonstrate that negative
and giant uECE in prototypical ferroelectric PbTiO3 can be realized with short electric field
pulses, which correspond to giant cooling rates.

4.2

Theory

The ECE has been widely understood as entropy reallocation [147, 150, 156]. The application of electric field aligns dipoles in a material, and the configurational entropy is
reduced. As a result, the thermal entropy, which corresponds to the lattice vibrations, increases. However, this mechanism only holds for a reversible adiabatic process, which
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requires the system to be at equilibrium throughout. Ultra–fast uECE, which we will focus on in this study, is typically an irreversible process with non–zero entropy production,
because the polarization does not have enough time to respond fully to the electric field.
Besides, for a ferroelectric material system with thermal hysteresis, entropy production is
also unavoidable in a loop. Because of the insufficiencies in explaining ECE in ferrolectrics
with entropy reallocation, we propose that it is much more straightforward to understand
the ECE with the concept of internal energy U (per unit volume) redistribution. Here, we
should emphasize that from our MD simulation, the volume change is quite small (less than
1%). Therefore, the mechanical work is negligible, and the internal energy is very close to
the enthalpy. The work W (per unit volume) done by electric field E is given as
Z
W =

E · dP

(4.1)

where P is the macroscopic polarization of the material at finite T . It is widely accepted
that ECE occurs in a short time period, which allows little heat transfer [152, 156]. Therefore, the electrical work equals the internal energy change ∆U :

W = ∆U = ∆Uk + ∆Up

(4.2)

where ∆Uk and ∆Up are changes in kinetic energy and potential energy. The temperature
change ∆T is associated with ∆Uk as
3
h∆Uk i = kB ∆T N =⇒ ∆T ∝ h∆Uk i
2

(4.3)

where N is the number of atoms per unit volume, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and h∆Uk i
denotes the ensemble average of the kinetic energy change ∆Uk . Generally, the direction
of the polarization change dP is along that of the applied electric field, and therefore W
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is positive. In most cases, the applied electric field induces a more polar structure, which
possesses lower potential energy for ferroelectric materials (∆Up < 0). Therefore, ∆Uk is
usually positive when turning on the electric field and negative when removing the electric
field, causing heating and cooling respectively.
However, ∆Uk could be negative upon E field application, thus giving rise to negative
ECE. For example, when there is a phase transition with positive transition energy Utr (per
unit volume), which is the difference of the potential energies of the two phases, induced
by the applied electric field. ∆Up ≈ Utr , and if W < Utr , we have ∆Uk = W − Utr < 0. In
this case, some kinetic energy goes to compensate the transition energy, and the temperature
decreases.
Negative ECE is significant because it can offer a fast, direct and efficient cooling
technique [161, 162, 156, 157, 163], where cooling is achieved through the application
of electric field. It is one of the rare cases where doing work on a system causes its
temperature to decrease. Here, we perform N P T (isobaric–isothermal) MD simulations
with bond–valence–model based interatomic potentials, which have been proven reliable
in simulating structural properties and dynamics of ferroelectrics under various conditions [115, 164, 122, 119, 165], to illustrate the theory of negative ECE in a realistic context. 10×10×10 supercells (5000 atoms) were used for both BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 . The
temperature was controlled via the Nosé–Hoover thermostat [166, 167] and the pressure
was maintained at 1 atm via the Parrinello–Rahman barostat [132]. Each simulation was
performed with a 0.5 fs time step. For simulating equilibrium states, the thermal inertia
Ms was selected as 1.0 amu, in order to control the temperature effectively [166, 167].
Adiabatic MD simulations for the pulse application or removal period began with equilibrated states, and Ms was set with an extremely large value (50000), in order to prohibit
heat transfer [156]. Therefore, these simulations are adiabatic, aiming to describe the structural and temperature change during the short pulse period, rather than isobaric–isothermal
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long–trajectory simulations, which describe the equilibrium states at a specific temperature and pressure. The parameters of the bond valence model, the method of calculating
local polarization, and the phase transition temperatures given by this model are described
in references [119, 163]. It is also worth mentioning that the transition temperatures are
usually underestimated in our bond–valence model. However, this would not greatly affect the applicability of this potential [115, 164, 122, 119, 165], and the mechanisms of
such underestimations are given in references [119, 163]. For practical application, these
temperatures could be scaled.

4.3

Results

At 101 K, a BaTiO3 crystal is in its rhombohedral phase in our MD simulations. An 80
kV/cm electric field along the (110) direction is applied to drive the system from the rhombohedral to the orthorhombic phase. As shown in Fig. 4.1 (a), the polarization components
along the x and y directions (Px and Py , parallel to E) increase a bit (∆P i = 0.04 C/m2 ),
indicating that the work W done by the electric field E is small. The crystal is driven to
the orthorhombic phase, accompanied by an increase of the potential energy, because there
is a transition energy Utr for the rhombohedral to orthorhombic phase transition, as shown
in Fig. 4.1 (a) and (b). Since

W ≈ 0, ∆Up = Utr > 0,

(4.4)

∆Uk = W − ∆Up < 0,

(4.5)

we observe in MD simulations a decrease in temperature, with an ultra–fast cooling rate
(≈1011 K/s). Based on the equation (4.5), which demonstrates that negative ECE requires
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W to be smaller than Utr , we can estimate the upper limit of electric field Emax causing
temperature decrease in our BTO MD model:

W − ∆Up < 0, Emax ·∆P < Utr

Emax,i <

Utr
≈ 800 kV/cm.
∆Pi

(4.6)

(4.7)

Figure 4.1: Negative electrocaloric effect associated with the rhombohedral to orthorhombic phase transition in BaTiO3 . (a) Electric field, potential energy, temperature and polarization vs. time. (b) Schematic plot of potential energy vs. temperature for the two phases,
demonstrating the electric field–induced phase transition and ultra–fast temperature reduction.
Similarly, we can also generate a negative ECE through the orthorhombic to tetragonal
phase transition. The case for tetragonal to cubic phase transition is less straightforward,
because no unidirectional quasi–static electric field can induce the tetragonal to cubic phase
transition. Simulations demonstrate that the cubic phase of BaTiO3 crystal has a disorder
character [137, 141, 142]; the dipoles in various unit cells orient in different directions and
vary with time, and the macroscopic polarization is zero [163]. Here, we design a single
cycle terahertz pulse [168, 120] which is perpendicular to the tetragonal phase polarization.
A rapidly oscillating electric field pulse can disorder the polarization, effectively changing
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the system to the cubic phase. The post–pulse state behaves as a supercooled cubic phase.
We highlight that pulse–induced negative uECE requires the occurrence of a phase transition. In the absence of field–driven phase transition, because of the one–to–one relationship
between energy and temperature in the same phase, the system with higher energy will have
higher temperature. The temperature decrease due to tetragonal–cubic transition in BTO
is larger (≈ 2 K) than that due to orthorhombic–tetragonal transition, as shown in Fig. 4.2
(a), which is directly related to the larger transition energy of the tetragonal–cubic phase
transition.

Figure 4.2: Time evolution of the electric–field pulse, potential energy, temperature, and
polarization along the three Cartesian axes for (a) BaTiO3 , under a single–cycle THz electric field pulse perpendicular to the polarization in tetragonal BaTiO3 . (b) PbTiO3 , under a
half–cycle THz electric field pulse anti–parallel to polarization in PbTiO3 .
From the analysis above, we demonstrate that negative uECE can be achieved with E–
field–induced phase transitions from the low–temperature phase to the high–temperature
phase, because some of the kinetic energy is lost to compensate the potential energy increase. Conversely, if the transition is from high–temperature phase to low, temperature
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increases and we find positive ECE. In Fig. 4.3, we plot the temperature changes of BaTiO3
and PbTiO3 , under the application of a 600 kV/cm electric field. We observe ∆T = 9.0 K,
50.0 K respectively for BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 . The temperature change (for the same electric
field) for PbTiO3 is giant and about five times of that for BaTiO3 . This is attributed to its
larger transition energy (five times that of BaTiO3 ).

Figure 4.3: Time evolution of the electric–field pulse, potential energy, temperature, and
lattice constants for BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 under the application of a 600 kV/cm electric field.
We also predict large negative uECE in PbTiO3 . An ultra–fast electric–field pulse is
applied anti–parallel to the PbTiO3 polarization, as shown in Fig. 4.2 (b). This electric–
field pulse induces some negative local polarization in a positively polarized crystal. This
R
does work W = E · dP > 0. The polarization evolution in the Gibbs free energy profile
is shown in Fig. 4.4. After the pulse, the system passes the energy barrier between the
tetragonal and cubic phases, and the system evolves to a local minimum corresponding to
cubic phase without any external force. As expected, this E pulse induces a tetragonal–to–
cubic phase transition, and a 32 K temperature decrease is observed, which is much higher
than recent experimental observation [169, 170, 171, 172, 173]. This supercooled cubic
phase crystal can be used in a cooling cycle. After adsorbing heat and equilibrating with
a load, the crystal is contacted with a sink. Application of a quasi–static electric field can
drive it back to its original phase with a higher temperature, and then the crystal gives off
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heat and cools to its original state.
These results indicate that a large transition energy is critical for giant uECE. The transition energy sets the upper limit for negative ECE, according to equations (4.3) and (4.5):

∆Tmax =

2Utr
.
3kB N

(4.8)

Gibbs free energy, which takes entropy into consideration, reveals the stability of a
specific phase at a certain temperature [174, 175]. It should be emphasized that a triple
well Gibbs free energy landscape, as shown in Fig. 4.4, is necessary for such an E–
pulse–induced negative uECE. This requires temperature close to the Curie temperature
TC . Around TC , the free energies of the polar and non–polar states are so close that the
driving force for polar domain wall nucleation and growth is very low. As a result, the
applied E pulse tends to disrupt the local polarization and trigger the phase transition,
rather than induce domains. Our simulations demonstrate that the metastable cubic phase
of PbTiO3 can last for a long time period (more than 20 ns), which is long enough for heat
transfer. This is because the transition from a metastable cubic structure to a tetragonal
one begins with the nucleation of a small region with local parallel polarization. However,
this appearance of the polar nuclei costs domain wall energy, which is unfavorable around
TC [176, 165], as demonstrated in Fig. 4.4. In summary, we desire two phases with a large
difference in potential energy, in order to acquire large temperature change, and a small
difference in Gibbs free energy, so that the metastable high–temperature phase lasts a long
time and can be induced by an electric field pulse.
Though PbTiO3 exhibits a giant uECE effect near Tc , its high Tc (765 K in experiments)
may impede practical applications at room temperature [177]. Techniques that can suppress
Tc of PbTiO3 –based ferroelectrics such as doping and strain engineering will be helpful for
developing practical negative ECE materials [178]. Another practical concern is that Joule
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Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of the polarization evolution in the Gibbs free energy
profile. The outer two minima represent the states with positive and negative polarization.
The central minimum represents a cubic phase.
heating may counteract negative ECE. Joule heating depends on the conductivity of the
sample and the field duration, and the conductivity of prototypical ferroelectrics could be
affected significantly by soft–mode absorption at THz frequencies. A previous combined
theoretical and experimental study demonstrates that for BaTiO3 at THz frequencies, the
dielectric loss calculated from first–principles based MD matches that acquired from experimental measurement [179], indicating that the soft–mode related conductivity of BaTiO3
is included appropriately in MD simulations. Moreover, previous experiments also suggest
that PbTiO3 , which we predict to show giant pulse–induced negative ECE in this study, has
low conductivity (and heating) under THz excitation. [180].

4.4

Conclusion

In this study, we analyze and explain ECE from an energy point of view: the electric field
does work on a crystal, reallocates its kinetic and potential energies, and causes temperature
change. We propose that negative uECE can be both ultra–fast and giant (T reduction as
high as 32 K), and a low–temperature to high–temperature phase transition is required in
such an E–pulse–induced uECE. The cooling rate due to pulse-induced negative uECE is
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fast (≈1011 K/s), because of the fast response of polarization in prototypical ferroelectrics
to electric field (in picoseconds).
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